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Abstract. This paper describes a system called CINDI for catalogu-

ing, searching, and annotating electronic documents in a digital library,

the library being distributed over a computer communication network.

A document is catalogued both on its syntactic and semantic content.

This makes later searching for the document easier and more precise.

On accessing a document, one can write annotations on the document,

Such annotations can be read by people who access the document later.

Graphical user interfaces are provided for each of cataloguing, searching,

and annotating. The user of CINDI is helped by an expert system that

mimics the expertise of professional librarians.

1 Introduction

The electronic documents distributed over a computer communication network

in a digital library must be catalogued properly so searchers can easily locate

them.Many systems (Koster, 1994;Mauldin, 1995; Pinkerton, 1994; Kahle, 1991)

catalogue a document on words selected from it. A program (known in the

literature as a robot, worm, spider, or crawler) traverses the network accessing

the documents to be catalogued. Such a program, of course, adds to the tra�c on

the network. A number of systems use a document's semantics to catalogue it, for

example, CORE (Cromwell, 1994), MARC (Petersen and Molholt, 1990) MLC

(Horny, 1986), and TEI (Gaynor 1994). These systems can be used optimally

only by professional cataloguers, who are usually expensive.

In this paper, we describe a system called CINDI (Concordia INdexing and

DIscovery System), for cataloguing, searching and annotating electronic docu-

ments in a distributed digital library. A professional cataloguer is not needed,

since the cataloguing is done by the provider of the document, as it is he (we are

using he in a generic sense for both males and females) who knows his document

best. A searcher can then locate and access the document. After accessing, the
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searcher may annotate it for the convenience of those who may want to access

the document later. CINDI provides a graphical user interface (GUI) for each of

cataloguing, searching and annotating. The overall structure of CINDI is shown

in Figure 1. The details of CINDY's cataloguing, searching, and annotating are

given, respectively, in Sections 2, 3, and 4. Concluding remarks are in Section 5.
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Fig. 1. Overall structure of CINDI.

2 Cataloguing

When a person puts a document on the net, he is the one who can best describe

its syntactic and semantic contents. Accordingly, he �lls in the slots of a meta

data structure called the semantic header (Desai, 1997), part of whose GUI

is shown in Figure 2, space restrictions preventing us from showing the full

semantic header. Since the semantic header is designed to help searchers later
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Fig. 2. Part of the semantic header GUI for cataloguing.
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looking for the document, its slots contain those values that are most often used

by searchers. An expert system|whose details are described by Chander, Desai,

Shinghal, and Radhakrishnan (1997) and Desai and Shinghal (1996a)|mimics

the expertise of a cataloguing librarian as it guides the provider in �lling the

slots of the semantic header. The semantic header has the following slots:

1. The Title of the document and its Alternative{title, if any.

2. The Subject area to which the document belongs. The subject areas are

derived from the Library of Congress Subject Headings. CINDI maintains

a database containing subject area hierarchies at three levels; for instance,

game playing is a sub-area of arti�cial intelligence, which in turn is a sub-

area of computer science. Thus computer science is at zero (or general) level,

arti�cial intelligence at level-1, and game playing at level-2.

When the provider wants to enter the subject area of the document being

catalogued, CINDI o�ers him with a list of the possible general level sub-

jects. He selects one subject, say computer science. The expert system then

employs the stored subject area hierarchies to guide him in selecting �rst a

level-1 subject and then a level-2 subject. If the provider changes the general

level subject, then the old level-1 and level-2 subjects are erased, and he can

select new level-1 and level-2 subjects. The provider is restricted to enter-

ing words from the control terminology standard in library practice. The

provider can click on the Synonyms button to map his terminology, perhaps

informal, to the control terminology.

If the provider does not know the full name of the subject area, he can enter

the partial name he knows and CINDI will help him �nd the full name.

Suppose the provider enters `com' and then clicks the SubStrings button in

the GUI of the semantic header. A window displays the number of items

that match `com' at di�erent subject levels. If the provider clicks on the

General button, another window displays the list of general level subjects

matching `com'. The item selected from the list �lls the slot for the general

level subject, its level-1 and level-2 subjects being set to empty. Proceeding

similarly, the provider �lls the slots for the level-1 and level-2 subjects.

A document may belong to more than one subject area. After entering one

value in the subject slot, if the provider wants to enter another value, he

clicks on the Next button. He then enters another value in the subject slot.

If he want to modify the previous entry, he clicks on the Prev button and

then enters the modi�ed value. Corresponding Next and Prev buttons are

similarly provided for all slots that can have multi-values.

3. The language of the document: English, French, Spanish, etc.

4. The characters used in the document: Latin, Cyrillic, Greek, etc.

5. The role of the person associated with the document, for instance, author,

editor, and compiler. Then the provider enters the person's name, postal

address, telephone number, fax number, and email address. Since this is a

multi-valued slot (there can be more than one author), appropriate Prev and

Next buttons are available.

6. One or more keywords for the document.
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7. The URL (Universal Resource Locator) of the document. This is multi-

valued slot (in case the document is at more than one place) and appropriate

Prev and Next buttons are available.

8. The date on which the document was catalogued, and the date on which the

document will expire. Moreover, there is information on the version number

of the document and whether is supersedes any earlier version.

9. Does the document have a copyright? If the document has a copyright, a later

searcher will not be able to down load the document without contacting the

author and perhaps paying a fee.

10. The classi�cation of the documents: usual type would be legal status of the

document, its level of security or or dessemination (general, specialist, adult

audience).

11. The audience at which the document is targeted.

12. The coverage indicates the targeted audience of the document or it may

indicate cultural and temporal aspect of the document's content.

13. If the semantic header pertains to a collection of work, then its components

and other related materail may be speci�ed in this slot.

14. System Requirements: The hardware and software required to access the

document.

15. The Source indicates the documents being referenced by the current docu-

ment or which were required in its preparation. It could also be the main

component for which the current document is an addendum or attachment.

The identi�er of the source would be URLs, ISBNs, etc.

16. An abstract of the document.

17. Annotations put in by readers of the document.

18. A Provider ID of at least six characters and a password of four to eight

characters. More than one semantic header by the same provider can have

the same ID and password. After the semantic header is completed, the

provider registers it with CINDI by clicking on the Register button. CINDI

then checks to see whether all the essential entries have been made. If any

value is missing, CINDI asks the user to make the required entries. Once all

the essential entries have been made, the semantic header is registered in the

CINDI database.

Later if the provider wants to update his semantic header, he needs to �rst

supply his ID and password. Other users cannot make any changes in the

entries made by the provider since they do not know the provider's ID and

password. Other users, however, can make entries in the annotation slot

since this slot gives users a forum for discussing the corresponding document.

When updating his semantic header, the provider cannot change the contents

of the annotation slot. By clicking on the Delete button in the GUI of his

semantic header, a provider can delete his semantic header in case he wants

to withdraw his document from the digital library.

The provider must �ll at least the following information in the semantic header:

the title, the general level subject, the name of the author, at least one keyword,

the date the document is catalogued, and at least one identi�er such as an URL,
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an ISBN, or a FTP address to identify the document uniquely. Information in

the remaining slots is optional. At least the name of one author is mandatory, or

in the case the source is a corporate body, name of the organization is required.

3 Searching

A searcher looking for documents, �rst looks for the appropriate semantic head-

ers in the CINDI registry. Once the appropriate semantic headers are located

(Desai and Shinghal, 1996b), the actual documents are accessed. Since the reg-

istry for the semantic header is smaller than the collection of documents, search-

ing becomes faster.

An expert system (Chander, Shinghal, Desai, and Radhakrishnan, 1997),

mimicking the expertise of a reference librarian, helps the searcher formulate

his query. For instance, if the searcher enters a general level subject, the expert

system employs CINDI's stored subject area hierarchies to guide him in select-

ing level-1 and level-2 subjects. Overall, the searcher may formulate his query

employing terms such as document title, author name, subject at di�erent levels,

keywords in the document, range of the dates when the document was put in

the digital library, and language of the document. Moreover, these query terms

can be nested in formulae using the logic operator AND. The graphical search

interface is shown in Figure 3.

If the searcher makes a mistake in his query, CINDI issues an appropriate

message asking the searcher to make corrections. Once the query is found to

be correctly formulated, CINDI transforms it into a database query in reverse

post�x. Then the CINDI client process at the searcher's workstation communi-

cates with the nearest CINDI catalogue to determine the appropriate site where

the required semantic headers can be found. Subsequently, the client process

communicates with the site and retrieves one or more semantic headers.

The result of the search is returned to the searcher's site and displayed in her

search GUI. Using the Prevand Next buttons, the searcher can scroll through

the list of semantic headers displayed. To view the semantic header, the searcher

clicks on its name in the list. By clicking on the Access button, the searcher

invokes the Netscape browser to reach the document associated with any of the

semantic headers. If the provider of the document has placed no restrictions

(some providers, for instance, may ask for a fee to be paid) the searcher is able

to access the document.

4 Annotation

The research community depends on peer review of documents submitted for

publication. Such reviews are often not published. Nevertheless, comments to

the journal editor made by readers of published papers are usually published

and are accessible to the community. Many of the documents in a digital library

will tend not to be reviewed. It would, however, be bene�cial for the new reader of

a document to see what past readers have said about it. CINDI allows searchers
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Fig. 3. Graphical interface for searching.
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to add their annotations about a document in the Annotations slot of its

semantic header. The annotations are stored together with the identity of the

person who wrote the comments. The identity of the person includes his full

name and email address. The identity must match his pro�le associated with

his login name. Identifying the maker of the comments is aimed at preventing

frivolous and libelous annotations.

5 Conclusion

In the CINDI system described in this paper, the provider of a document is

the one who catalogues it. Such cataloguing is more reliable than one made

by somebody else or the one obtained by scanning the document. By including

the document's abstract in the cataloguing information, the provider is able to

highlight the nature of the document. The provider uses a GUI to enter his

cataloguing information. A GUI is similarly made available to the searcher of

documents. Furthermore, a person who reads a document can make annotations

available to later readers of the same document.
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